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On Fire Preparation and Tire iupport of an  Offensive 

by

Colonel V. Paliiyev.

Not too long ago the decisive .forte in -achieving sac-
cons in a battle or operation was the infantry and tank"),
and the fir* weapons .welber..calledAn:''t0 .-prepare and support
their conbat operations when:breaking:through the .enemy.
defense, developing the offensive in the . dePth, encircling
and destroying the encircled *new groupings, and also

• assisting in repelling the enemy -offensive in the defense.
Artillery had a fairly limited effective range, and there-
fore was mainly used for direct support of advancing troops.
To destroy objectives in the depta,y,firsti: •of all the re-
serves aircraft asset wIth",santa4ion:balribir.,003000tional
or cheillcal chuges were 'called in. Their capabilities in
connection with this were limited

As neither :artille*y . nor aircraft bad ths capability
to destroy the enemy reliably over the entire ,depth of his
operational formation, and could not play a decisive role
in the enemy's destination, their Operations' were called
"artillery and aircraft preparation and support of an
offensive" in our service regulations.

A modern offensive operation is characterised by th••
mass use of nuclear weapons over the entire depth of the
enemy operational fornation With a simultaneous troop
offensive at high speeds and the use of a large number of
airborne (amphibious) forces having various coapositions
and designations.

In connection with the use of nuclear weapons in an
operation new concepts were introduced - nuclear prepara-
tion and nuclear support of an offensive. Lately nuclear,
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artillery, • and aircraft .preparation were combined into fire
preparation and support of an offensive, the basis of which,
under Modern conditions, s composed of nuclear strikes.'

-	 -
It is known that with the introduction of nuclear/

missile weapons into the troops, the role and significance
of fire weaPenshave changed sharply. Nuclear/missile wea-
pons have completely new capabilities. In essence they
are distinguished by their unlimited power, great effective
range, relatively high accuracy of fire, and their capability
to destroy the enemy reliably over the entire depth of his
operational formation. ':The nuclear/missile weapon became
the basic method for achieving victory in an operation.
Gradually the infantry and tanks are turning into only 4
means for completing the enemy 's destruction. They are
assigned the mission of consolidating as fast as possible
the results attained by the use of nuclear weapons. With
this, the operations of tanks and infantry become separate
battles with isolated eney groupings which sometimes are
not even united by a single centralised command.

On the basis of what has been said it becomes apparent
that the terms "fire preparation" and "fire support" do not
correspond to the tasks assigned to fire weapons in an offen-
sive operation and do not stress the main (prevalent) role
of nuclear weapons. And this, in, turn, leads in practice to a
striving to adapt the new fire weapons to former forms of
troop actions in an operation, and this slows down the furth-
er development of military art.

In actuality, who is supported or backed up by nuclear
weapons (if one oxalises this in the total system of the oper-
ation), for whoa do they prepare the offensive? We know that
the main purpose of nuclear weapons is the destruction of
enemy troop groupings, his fire means, and other important
objectives. The use of nuclear weapons permits the achieve-
ment of the ultimate aim of the operation in a short time.

Consequently, fire weapons, the basis of which consists
of nuclear weapons, do not prepare an offensive but they &d-
omino* simultaneously or in a short period of time, enveloping
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The questiot arises: for whom is the fire preparation
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the entire depth of a huge territery'witirAbeir action.

Let us examine very briefly the procedure for using
nuclear Weapons in an offensive operation which is con

-ducted during a war when intelligence ''Orgensitre.working
at full force and quite effectively.

Until now this was presented . as.fol/oWs.. .During the
period of preparation for the offensive :Operation the fire
weapons (first of all, nuclear weapons) carry on combat to
achieve fire superiority by destroying theenely's.nuclear
weapons and other important .objectives As rule all this
is accomplished by delivering single cie, lessfrequently,
group nuclear strikes.

Having achieved fire superiority ancraccumulated an,
adequate amount of forces and weapOnnytbo . troops shift to
the offensive, carrying out preliminary fire preparation
(it is considered that out of the number:Of:nUclear war-
heads leaned for the operation the 4rIgO*44rt.iill.be
allotted for the litter). 'During thepeZlOderi : fire pre-
paration,nucleartmaponA will .destray.:neilYdisclosed enemy
. means of nuclear attack, his trecTAMOMPings:Jti the tee-
tical zone and basic9Oerational-rederifefijover the entire
depth of the mission), objectives of military-industrial
significance, and aircraft on airfields. T he control and
PV0 systems are disrupted; and several other missions are
fulfilled. A necessary condition for'thelmccessful
achievement of the main goal -.the reliable destruction
of the enemy over the entire depth of the operation - is
effective intelligence and the presence of an adequate
amount of nuclear warheads and means to deliver them to
the targets.

Thus, the success of the entire operation as'a whole
is actually predetermined by the successful operations Of
the fire weapons in the periods of preparation and tire
preparation.
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conducted?, The term itself'SpeakS'Of preparation , ot•con-
ditions for sucCetsfUloPerstiesWbUsamie deCisivirforce.
But we have already diter**00Cthattndor modern conditions
this decisive force...i0Ai0010Cr **pone. It turns out that
nuclear weapons, as the basis of fire menus, carry out
fire preparation for themselves. Can we approach this
question in this isannerZ :Ofcouise'not. According o its
niture:andsthw-SignificandA,F0Vthov:taskw,heintfUlfilled
during this period, fire preparation is nothing other than
the beginning of the offensiVe_	 _ 	 .

Fire support of in offensive in 	 former sense meant
the fire support Of:adVariOiCeir0000,;in.,:004,s0c0Stivie.
seizure of 14uts or:objectiVe*LAntheA0144.-efAh0.10e0eY
defense, the repelling Of:00***OrptrikesGAindthe:cOmmitient
of second echelons or rese**0..vie engagement. 70 °Calcine
the use now of nuclear IreepeePAOthe same plane means giving
it thesupporting and not,.the - 400101Te rolivin achieving
success in An Operation.,

As we know ',:dUring an offensive, 	 are_	 ,
used to destroy newly discovered 004m* ..,means Of nuclear
attack, reserves which haVe . .. beek:neWly discovered or not
previously destroyed, and other objectives 	 targets.
Efforts of the enemy'to create log. grouping* of fire
weapons, aircraft, and troops,. andifirst of all of tanks to
deliver counterstrikes are eliminated by the timely delivery
of sussed nuclear strikes.: •

• Thus, even during this period, the fire means and, first
of all, the nuclear weapons as the basic fordo are used with
decisive purposes for the swift achievement of: success in the
operation by destroying the enemy, Using the . results of the
employment of nuclear weapons And Other WoapOne, tanks and the
infantry strive to seize the territory more quickly in order
to consolidate the success achieved.

Consequently, the term "fire support" of an offensive
is also unfortunate, becauSe it does not reflect the main
role of fire weapons and Of the nuclear weaponssfirst Of all,
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in achieving success in an operation.

In our opinion, instead of the terms "fire preparation"
and "fire Support" the term "fire offensive" should be intro-7
duced as the one that corresponds more closely to the-nattre
of conducting a modern offensive operation and Show' the
prevalent role of fire weapens, Mainly nuclear ones, it
achieving victory. 	 •

As a rule, the fire offensive shoUld start with a fire
.strikevarried out elmUltameously . or in a short period.W-
time by the greater part of the nuclear weapons, artillery,
and partially by the fr04“srmy),avintiOnAgainatth*An-
tire.depth of the eneMY • operational forliation,with the SIm
of destroying newly discoYered enemy means Of nuclear
attack, the. most important groupings of his tro008, and
other objectives by means of delivering massed group and
single strikes with nuclear, chemical, and conventional
Ammunition. During this strike the troop control isySten
and the PV0 system should also be destroyed, the rear area
should be disorgiudrad, and the enely411.111 for organised -
resistance should 00 broken.'

Right after this strike, troop combat operations are
immediately carried out over the entire territory embraced
by the front (army) mission. The fire weapons continue the
fire offensive until the front (army) mission is fulfilled,
i.e., until the operation is concluded.

During a fire offensive, several fire strikes are
carried out. Undoubtedly, the first one is the most power-
ful one. The strength of the subsequent fire strikes will
depend on the conditions of the situation and o mainlx on the
number of fire weapons ready to deliver a strike and the
number of disclosed enemy objectives.

Combat to retain fire superiority continues during the
offensive. It is conducted by delivering strikes against
discovered enemy, nuclear weapons, artillery, airfields, and
other objectives.
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The fir. offensive is the basis of the general
offensive of front troops.. :Fire strikes with which the
fire offensive starts and is carried outountil the suc-
cessful conclusion of the operation as a:*hole,are components
of the fire offensive..

The fire offensive is preceded by a preparation period
during which employment is.pltnned and :preparation is con-
ducted of fire weapons, first of all nuclear Ones, for the
fire offensive, nuclear wtrheada are toasted, regrouping
of troops is carried (kit, *tt, The I*010:*Ission of fire
weapons during this period iSachisviStIlró superiority
over the enemy as the decisive tonditiOnjfor'sdhieving
success in the operation.

The propositions tdvanOed in this article will be correct
for conditions when front troops have an adequate mount of
means An their complement to deliver nuclett warheads to the
targets and when an adequate amount of unclear warheads is
allotted for the front Offentive operation.
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